Changes in linear and nonlinear EEG measures as a function of task complexity: evidence for local and distant signal synchronization.
The purpose of the present study was threefold: First, to replicate previous findings of changes in local gamma band power as a function of the complexity of a visuo-semantic processing task, second, to extend these findings in tasks delivered in the auditory modality, and third to explore the use of non-linear algorithms as indices of complexity and distant synchronization in the EEG signal. EEG was recorded from 28 scalp locations as participants performed three visual discrimination tasks designed to tap into increasingly more complex operations regularly involved in the recognition of living animate objects. Two auditory processing tasks involving the same stimuli, but requiring no semantic processing, served as controls. The degree of complexity of the semantic decision was associated with the predicted changes in local gamma power, as well as with broadband changes in the non-linear predictability of the signal (an index derived using an artificial neural network algorithm). These changes were observed at all scalp regions, a finding consistent with the wide cortical distribution of component processes involved in the tasks. In addition, the synchronization between temporal and parieto-occipital electrodes and the remaining recording sites was highest in the gamma bands and lowest in the alpha bands for the task that required the most complex visuo-semantic decision. This trend reversed with reduced task complexity, consistent with the view that multidimensional semantic decisions require the involvement of distributed cortical networks in auditory and visual association areas and in the frontal lobes.